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Process Art a Dialectic Between Intention Versus Accident

The Art Studio as an Experimental Laboratory

The Artist's Unknown

Imagined Architecture

vi
Subterranean Architecture: Natural and Man-Made

Pirenesi's Carceri Prints

Gaudi's Architectural Models

Self-Reflexion and the Subconscious in Art-Making

Art and Ecstasy

{Intent Versus Accident}
If I am lost, should I pull over and ask for directions?

I often find myself in dialectic between intention versus accident. This tension can be a
strength, such as when accidents and surprises become fuel for new work and are
integrated with my previous knowledge.

So, my studio has a certain life to it…. I intend to try as many things as I can think of and
then I endeavor to think of more.

Sometimes the efforts take life and lead to new

discoveries.

When I deliberately explore the physicality of a material, it simultaneously becomes a
desire to extend how I think. I'm constantly trying to push what I can imagine and then
build. Sometimes, I am not satisfied with the results because the idea seemed more
interesting than the outcome. Often I am surprised by the outcome.

{The Studio as Experimental Laboratory}
"Not to find one's way in a city may well be uninteresting and banal. It requires
ignorance—nothing more," says the twentieth-century philosopher-essayist Walter
Benjamin. "But to loose ones self in a city—as one loses oneself in a forest—that
calls for quite a different schooling." To lose yourself: a voluptuous surrender, lost
in your arms, lost to the world, utterly immersed in what is present so that its
surroundings fade away. In Benjamin's terms to be lost is to be fully present, and
to be fully present is to be capable of being in uncertainty and mystery. And one
does not get lost but loses oneself, with the implication that it is a conscious choice,
a chosen surrender, a psychic state achievable through geography. That thing the
nature of which is totally unknown to you is usually what you need to find, and
finding it is a matter of getting lost.” (Solnit, 6).

The experiments that make up my studio practice are a way of becoming lost.

My studio is like a laboratory. And I think this is because I have this strong interest in the
phenomenology of materials. Certainly to join a sculpture department, without previous
experience in the discipline of sculpture, seems born out of my desire to be on the edge of
what I know. I think it also comes from growing up in a family of environmental/research
scientists…. There is something about my experiences in science, which carries over into
my approach to art.

I often talk about my process as experimentation.
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When I start I usually have some intention… some image…some idea…some result that is
anticipated….or some question that I need to answer. Can I make a delicate lace form that
is bigger than myself?

So my definition of experimentation involves an idea and a

question but, importantly, a certain level openness to the uncertainty about the results of
my actions. I find it much more difficult to be open to those amazing and unplanned
aspects of the work than to just carry out a plan. During graduate study I have submerged
myself in this research mode. And have found encouragement in reflecting on both artists’
and scientists’ close relationship with the unknown.

My logical intent alone seems not quite enough to make exciting art. I think I am in a
period of evaluating what the work can be so my intent seems especially ill-equipped.
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Working with the materials and reflecting upon my own tangled impulses feels very
important.

On a celebrated mid winter's night in 1817 the poet John Keats walked home talking
with some friends " and several things dove-tailed in my mind, and at one it struck
me what quality went to form a Man of Achievement, especially in Literature…. I
mean Negative Capacity, that is when a man is capable of being in uncertainties,
mysteries, doubts with out any irritable reaching after fact and reason," one way or
another this notion occurs over and over again, like the spots labeled "terra incognita"
on old maps (Solnit, 6).

{The Work and Imagined Architecture}
In the newest work, I start with an object from the everyday world: a tree, a shopping cart
or a table, and invert them, hanging them upside down from my ceiling. The inversion
serves as a way to investigate the object in a new orientation and to introduce/explore the
idea of the subterranean; simultaneously connecting with my memories of exhilaration
during youthful spelunking expeditions, one of my first overwhelming sculptural
experiences. I am encouraged when my activities strike a cord with some past moments of
inspiration, while awakening new sensibilities.

With the Cart, the additions I have made are many rigid catenary arcs. . My arcs are a
sharp contrast to the rigid everydayness of the shopping cart.
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What I have done with my cart is inspired by Gaudi's architectural model (used between
1889 and 1908) to design the Colonia Guelli Church. This hanging model produced curves
when inverted made perfect catenary curves for his elaborate masonry
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I am also working on projects that recall abandoned subterranean tunnels and urban
architectural spaces, cast in materials resembling aged concrete. One interest of mine is
imagined architecture.
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An early manifestation of this interest was during my study of Printmaking. I became
interested in Piranesi an etcher who drew the crumbling architecture of Rome. I found
Pirenesi's Carceri prints a particularly fascinating departure because the architectural
spaces became fictitious. These prints are imaginary underground prisons. The spaces are
vast, on the verge of infinite, tangled and frightening.
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My own tunnel shapes recall my memories of abandoned military architecture that reside
up and down the coast of California. These spaces located at the Headlands Center for the
Arts have officially (or unofficially) been reclaimed by artists and vagrants who visit them
and cover their surfaces with many layers of paint.

In my memory, these sites are

monuments signifying that the loss of these structures’ original function is not actually lost
but leads to something new.

The word "lost" comes from the Old Norse los, meaning the disbanding of an army,
and this origin suggests solders falling out of formation to go home, a truce with the
wide world, I worry now that many people never disband their armies, never go
beyond what they know (Solnit, 7).
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Reflecting on my concrete miniature models of multilevel buildings, one thing becomes
curious, the discrepancy between the model and the thing it represents, what we see and
know about 'real' buildings. In comparison, my architecture has many missing parts… or
hidden parts, which give the work a psychological content. My Buildings, which lack
walls, give me a feeling of minute vertigo.
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My Volcanic Mountain sculpture is the product of a few ideas. The first idea had to do
with the form. For some time I've been interested in forms where many lines swarm
together to form something larger, in this case a mountain. The lines converge at the
mountains' crest creating visual tension. The surface is another idea; dusted with black
charcoal and glass the object absorbs and reflects light intensely like fireworks at night.
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Another of my works, the blocks of cast and broken plaster resemble pieces of marble
taken from a mine. Their drilled and fractured faces resemble fossils subtly sparkling with
a salt crystal residue.
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{Self-Reflexion and the Subconscious in Making Art}

To reinvent myself as a sculptor, it seemed of value for me to do many small explorations
and learn from a sculptural process or to initiate a sketching and doodling activity. The
sketching idea, for me, was also intended to let the wealth of my unconscious mind guide
some of my decisions and give energy to my new field of investigation. For some time, I
gave up working on a very large scale, which allowed me a psychological freedom in
taking many risks with the work.

I have also tried to work with out anticipating what the results will mean in the end and
instead tried to start from a material or an activity and let the content of the piece reveal
itself when the work is done. Occasionally, I have a rush of feeling which seems to propel
some of these experiments into more developed more refined form. I have some desire or
hope for a thing and want to bring it into being more fully.

I have many memories, which are linked to intense tactile surfaces like the experiences of
being underground and caving. The heightened sense of awareness for my surroundings,
especially through compelling surface, is also what I crave to experience from sculpture; it
is for me one of the most important functions of sculpture.
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{Wrestling Something Out of Existence}
When I'm making art I want to forget myself… I want to dissolve into unselfconscious
ecstasy… (Ecstasy; to be outside of ones self or to be beside ones self (King, 54)).
Looking back, I make work to remember that that part of myself is real. The un-genderedself, the self that lives in the fullness of the moment… the self-full of curiosity.

"The job of the artist is to find reality. There are millions of routes to reality, and
they're changing all the time. The type of person I may represent to my society is
someone who, in following a particular creative direction over the years, can
consistently find a new route to reality throughout the ever-changing pathways.
What art is in America is the sense of energy emitted by finding a new route to
reality, something exciting and important to all."

-Richard Tuttle (Lecture on February 19, 1998.
(Richards, 193)

Sperone Westwater, SoHo)
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